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ABSTRACT 
We study the behavior of the lattice Inv( X) of all invariant subspaces of a matrix 
X, when X belongs to the class of matrices with fixed Jordan structure (i.e., with 
isomorphic lattices of invariant subspaces). A larger class of matrices with fixed Jordan 
structure corresponding to the eigenvalues of geometric multiplicity greater than one 
is also studied. Our main concern is analysis of the distance between the lattices of 
invariant subspaces. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For a linear transformation A: C n + C n let Inv( A) be the lattice of all 
A-invariant subspaces. In this paper we study the behavior of the lattice 
Inv(X) when X: C n -+ C n belongs to the class J(A) of all linear transforma- 
tions with the same Jordan structure as A. We say that linear transformations 
A,B:C”-+C” have lattices of invariant subspaces of the same Jordan 
structure if the lattices Inv( A) and Inv( B) are isomorphic. 
We also study a larger class CJ( A) of linear transformations X where the 
Jordan structure corresponding to eigenvalues of X with geometric multiplic- 
ity larger than one is the same as that of A. Our main concern is analysis of 
the distance between Inv( A) and Inv( B) defined as follows: 
dist(Inv( A), Inv( B)) 
=max sup inf llPY - Ql, sup inf 
JXA/EI~V(A)~~I~~(~) _M~/lnv(B)~~~“~(~) 
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where P, is the orthogonal projector on the subspace _N in Q: “. Here and in 
the sequel c n is considered with the standard scalar product, and the norm of 
linear transformations on Q: n is induced by the norm in Q= n (if not stated 
otherwise). 
We prove here that Inv(X) is Lipschitz continuous for X E J(A). More 
precisely, for every linear transformation A : C n -+ C n we have 
dist(Inv(X),Inv(A)) 
sup 
XE1(4) ]]X- A(] <*’ 
This result is proved in Section 4. For the class CJ( A) our main result (proved 
in Section 5) is that 
dist(Inv(X),Inv( A)) 
sup 
XcCJ(A) (IX-A]]“* <*’ 
where (Y is the length of the longest Jordan chain of A corresponding to an 
eigenvalue with geometric multiplicity 1. 
In Section 3 we analyse connections between dist(Inv( A), Inv( X)) and the 
quantity 
fG?(A, X) = inf{ ]]Z- S]]} 
where the infimum is taken over all linear transformations S : C n ---f C ” such 
that S(Inv(A)) = Inv(X). In the last two sections we study the extent to 
which the main results are sharp. 
The problems studied in this paper are related to the problems studied in 
[2,5,6]. We would like to emphasize the difference in approach between this 
paper and [2,5,6]. In [2,5] the class of linear transformations under considera- 
tion includes all small perturbations of A [instead of J(A) or C&A) in this 
paper], and the stable individual invariant subspaces of A are sought. In [6] 
the class of perturbations is the same as in [2,5], and a matrix A is sought 
whose structure ensures stability of Inv(A) as a whole. (It turns out that 
stability of each individual invariant subspace and stability of the whole 
lattice of invariant subspaces are the same.) 
We shall use the following notation in this paper. The algebra of all linear 
transformations A : C n --+ C n will be denoted L(C “). For a linear transforma- 
tion A E L(Q=“) and its eigenvalue X, the root subspace .%‘,&A) is, by 
definition, Ker(X,Z - A)“, and is spanned by all the eigenvectors and gener- 
alized eigenvectors of A corresponding to h,. If I is a small circle around X, 
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such that h, is the only eigenvalue of A inside or on I, then gi,,(A) is the 
image of the projector 
By definition, the gap @(.A, N) between two subspaces A, X c C n is 
]]Px - PN]], where PA ( PN) is the orthogonal projector on & (X). It is well 
known (see, e.g., [7]) that the set of all subspaces in C” is a compact metric 
space with the gap as the metric. Note also that 
where Qx and QM are any projectors (not necessarily orthogonal) on M and 
X, respectively (see, e.g., Section S4.3 in [7]). 
2. PRESERVATION OF JORDAN STRUCTURE AND ISOMORPHISM 
OF LATTICES 
We start with a definition. Linear transformations A, B E L(C”) are said 
to have the same Jordan structure if they have the same number of distinct 
eigenvalues [so that we may write a(A) = {A,. . . , A,} and a(B) = 
{p i, . . . , ps }] and the eigenvalues can be ordered in such a way that the 
partial multiplicities of Xi as an eigenvalue of A coincide with the partial 
multiplicities of pi as an eigenvalue of B, i = 1,. . . , s. By definition, the 
partial multiplicities of an eigenvalue X, of the linear transformation are just 
the sizes of the Jordan blocks with eigenvalue X, in the Jordan form of A. 
Given A E L(C “), denote by J(A) the set of all linear transformations 
with the same Jordan structure as A. This structure is determined by the 
following sequence of positive integers 
1 s;T,,T, ,..., r,;m,, ,..., mlr,;m21,...,m2r2;...;msl,...,ms,, > (2.1) 
where s is the number of distinct eigenvalues of A, the ith eigenvalue has 
geometric multiplicity ri and partial multiplicities mil, . . . , mi,. Thus, 
C,I= i,Z;= Imi j = n. The parameters of this sequence are ordered in such a way 
that r1>r2a ... >r, andif ri=ri+, then 
i mij > 2 mi+l, j3 
j=l j=l 
(2.2) 
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and, furthermore, if ri = rj + 1 and equality holds in (2.2), then the integers mi j 
and mi + i, i are ordered in such a way that 
k=1,2 ,..., r,-1. 
j=l j=l 
Clearly, the property of having the same Jordan structure induces an 
equivalence relation on the set of all linear transformations in L(Q=“). The 
number of equivalence classes under the relation is finite and is equal to the 
number of all different sequences of type (2.1) with the order properties 
described. 
It will be shown in the first theorem that linear transformations have the 
same Jordan structure if and only if they have isomorphic (or linearly 
isomorphic) lattices of invariant subspaces. We say that the lattices Inv(A) 
and Inv( B) are isomorphic if there is a bijection 4 : Inv( A) + Inv( B) such 
that +(=4 n 4) = 444)n 64) and 444 + 4) = 4(4)+ HAa) 
for any .M, and AZ from Inv( A). The lattices Inv( A) and Inv( B) are said to 
be linearly isomorphic if there exists an S E L(Q: “) (necessarily invertible) 
such that 3 E Inv(A) if and only if SP E Inv(B). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A E L(C”) be given. The following statements are 
equivalent for a linear transfmtion B E L(C “): 
(i) B has the same Jordan structure as A; 
(ii) the lattices Inv( B) and Inv( A) are isomorphic; 
(iii) the lattices Inv( B) and Inv( A) are linearly isomorphic. 
Proof. Assume BE./(A). Let X, ,..., X, and pi ,..., pLp be all the dis- 
tinct eigenvalues of A and B respectively, and let them be numbered so that 
the partial multiplicities of A at X j coincide with the partial multiplicities of 
B at pi, j = l,..., p. For a fixed j, let 
X11,...> rlL,;xzi,.. .Y X2/4 . . .; Xql,.. ., Xqk, 
be a Jordan basis in gA,(A), and let 
be a Jordan basis in se,,(B) (so k,, k, ,..., k, are the partial multiplicities of 
A at Xi and of B at p j). Given an A-invariant subspace _M c .%,{A) 
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spanned by the vectors 
IS>...> 
r=l s=l *=l s=l 
(here a::) are complex numbers), put 
where 
k 
Ut = i c 4:‘Yw t=1,...,1. 
r=l s=l 
Clearly, 4 j(M,) is a B = invariant subspace which belongs to BP,< B). Now 
for any A-invariant subspace J@ put 
It is easily seen that Ic, is a desired isomorphism between Inv( A) and Inv( B); 
moreover, #(.M) = S&Z, where S is the invertible linear transformation 
definedby SX,~=Y_, s=l,..., k,, r=l,..., q. 
Conversely, suppose J, : Inv( A) + Inv( B) is an isomorphism of lattices. 
Let x r,. . . , A, be all the distinct eigenvalues of A, and let Xi = $J(~?~~(A)), 
i=l ,..., p. Then C * is a direct sum of the B-invariant subspaces Jfr, . . . , .A$. 
We claim that u( B14) n u( BIN,) = 0 for i + j. Indeed, assume the contrary, 
i.e., poEo(Bl,)na(BI,) for some Jv; and Xj (i#j). Let JV= 
Span{ yi + ys}, where y, (‘y,) is some eigenvector of BI, (of BIN) corre- 
sponding to the eigenvalue pO. Then JV is B-invariant. Let Jz” be the 
A-invariant subspace such that I,!(M) = JV. Since _4! must contain a one- 
dimensional A-invariant subspace, and since I/ is a lattice isomorphism, the 
subspace 4 is one-dimensional. Therefore &! c .%‘,*(A) for some k. This 
implies JV = I/.(&) c $(gAJA)) = JV~, a contradiction with the choice 
of JV. 
Further, the spectrum of each restriction B14 is a singleton. To verify 
this, assume the contrary. Then for some i the subspace Jv; is a sum of at 
least two root subspaces for B: 
4 = .%‘J B) i . . . i 9?&3), k a 2. 
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Letting Aj be an A-invariant subspace such that $(Aj) = BP,(B), j = 
1 Ye.., k, we have 
a,.( A) = .A, i . . . i A!,. 
If xi and x2 are eigenvectors of A I&, and of AIM*, respectively, then 
Span{ xi + x2 } is A-invariant and does not belong to any of A j ‘s. Hence 
+(Span{ xi + xs}) is B-invariant and belongs to 4, but does not belong to 
any of Bpi( B)‘s. This is impossible because @pan{ xl + xs}) is one-dimen- 
sional. 
We have proved therefore that 4 = gp,( B), i = 1,. . . , p, where pi,. . . , p,, 
are all the distinct eigenvalues of B. 
For a fixed i, the number of partial multiplicities of A corresponding to Xi 
which are greater than or equal to a fixed integer 4 coincides with the 
maximal number of summands in a direct sum 5?r -i- . . . i $Rs, where zj c 
W,,(A), j = I,..., s, are Jordan subspaces with dimension not less than 4. As 
$J induces an isomorphism between Inv(A],h,(,,) and Inv(B],p,,,,), it follows 
that the number of partial multiplicities > 4 of A corresponding to hi 
coincides with the number of partial multiplicities 2 4 of B corresponding to 
pi. Hence A and B have the same Jordan structure. n 
The following corollary from Theorem 2.1 deserves mentioning: 
COROLLAnY 2.2. Assume A and B are linear transf-tions C n + C n 
with the same sole eigenvalue A, : a( A) = a(B) = {A,}. Then the lattices 
Inv( A) and Inv( B) are isomorphic if and only if A and B are similar. 
This corollary appeared in [4]. 
3. PROPERTIES OF LINEAR ISOMORPHISMS OF LATTICES 
In view of Theorem 2.1, for linear transformation A and B with the same 
Jordan structure, the set 9(A, B) of all invertible linear transformations S 
such that 9 E Inv( A) if and only if S9 E Inv( B) is not empty. Denote 
&!(A, B)=~~~{]]Z--S]]]SEY(A, B)}. 
Note that the set 9(A, B) contains linear transformations arbitrarily close to 
zero [indeed, take a fixed S E Y(A, B) and consider (YS with (Y -+ 0, (Y f 01. 
Hence 3( A, B) < 1 for any A and B with the same Jordan structure. This 
observation will be used frequently in the sequel. 
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As the following example shows, the equality CI(A, B) = 1 is possible. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let 
A=[; ;], B=[; ;]. 
Then 
and 
Q(A, B)= inf 
l-u -b 
ll,b,CEC -C III 1 . 
However, it is easily seen that the norm of 
1-U -b . 
_ c 1 1 is at least 1, for any 
choice of a, b and c, and can be arbitrarily close to 1. Hence 
G(A,B)=l. 
The number Q(A, B) is closely related to the distance between Inv(B) 
and Inv(B), as we shall see in the next theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. If A and B have the same Jordan structure and i’2( A, B) 
< 1, then 
dist(Inv(A),Inv(B)) < 2Q(A, B)[l- !2(A, B)] -l. (3.1) 
Proof. For positive E < 1 - CJ( A, B) let S E Y(A, B) be such that 
For every nonzero x E C “, denoting y = S’x, we have 
IIYII 
llrlld 
IIY - Syll+ IISYII ~ 9llYll + 1 
II41 1141 * 
92 
Hence 
IlYll 1 -. 
KG l-g’ 
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so IIS-‘]] < (1 - 4)-r and 111 - S-r]] < ]IS-‘l]* ](I - S]I < q(1 - 4)-l. Now for 
any subspace M c C n the linear transformation SP,S- ’ is a projector on S_M 
(recall that PM is the orthogonal projector on A). So 
e(.M, s&q Q llP&_ sP,s-'JI < llP& - sP&ll+ IlSP, - sP,s-'II 
G IV - ~ll*II~~II+ Il~ll~IIuI~ III - SWI 
< llZ - sll+ llZ- s-‘ll+ llZ - Sl(.llZ - S_‘ll< 2q(l- 9) -l. 
Consequently, 
dist(Inv(A),Inv(B)) d 2q(l- 9)-l, 
and since E > 0 was arbitrary, Theorem 3.1 follows. n 
Consider now the case when A and B are similar. Evidently, in this case 
A and B have the same Jordan structure. 
THEOREM 3.2. For every A E L(C “) we hoe 
a(& A) 
<cc and sup 
dist(Inv(B),Inv(A)) 
sup II B - A]] IIB-AlI <O”’ 
(3.2) 
where the supremu are taken eve-r all linear transformations B which are 
similar to A. 
In other words, the first inequality in (3.2) means that there exists a 
positive constant K > 0 (depending on A) such that for every B E L(C “) 
which is similar to A we have 
111 - TJI Q KllB - A]] 
for some invertible linear transformation T satisfying A = TBT-‘. The study 
of similarity orbits Y(A) of A in the infinite-dimensional case is given in 
[1,9]. Continuous dependence of the similarity transformation between A 
and T E 9’(A) on the operator T is proved in [l] for certain classes of 
operators (including the finite-dimensional ones). 
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In the next section the result of Theorem 3.2 will be generalized to include 
all the linear transformations B with the same Jordan structure as A. 
For the proof of Theorem 3.2 we need the following lemma. 
LEMMAS.% htX:Q=“-+Q=” be a linear transfmtion, and let Px be a 
projector on Ker X. Then there exists a constant K 1 > 0 depending on X and 
Px only with the following property: For every linear transformation Y: C n 
+ C m with dim Ker Y = dim Ker X there exists a projector P, on Ker Y such 
that 
IIPY - Pxll G K,lIX - YII. (3.3) 
Proof. It follows from the proof of Lemma 111.5.4 of [8] that the 
inequality (3.3) holds for all Y with dimKer Y = dimKer X which are suffi- 
ciently close to X, i.e. ](X - Y I] < E, where E > 0 depends on X and Px only. 
For Y with dim Ker Y = dim Ker X and ]]X - Y ]I > E, use the orthogonal 
projector P, on Y and the fact that llPy - Pxll < 1+ llPxll to obtain (3.3) 
(maybe with a bigger constant K,). n 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Note that for any two subspaces M, M C Q=” we 
have 
e(-M,x)=max 
i sup inf Ix - YII, sup ljxlj = 1, x E “& Y E J inf llx - Y/l} llxll= 1, r E NY E Jr? 
(see, e.g. Theorem S4.5 in [7]). Therefore, @A, JV) < 1, and consequently 
dist(Inv( X ), Inv( Y )) < 1 (3.4) 
for an X, Y E L(C”). So, by Theorem 3.1, the second inequality in (3.2) 
follows from the first one. 
To prove the first inequality in (3.2), consider L(C”) as the Hilbert space 
with the scalar product (X, Y) = trace(XY*) for X, Y E L(C”) and the corre- 
sponding norm ]]X]lt. For every BE L(C”) consider the linear transformation 
W,(X) = AX - X& XEL(C”), 
so that, in particular, W,(X) = AX - XA. If B is similar to A, then 
dim Ker W, = dim Ker W, (indeed, Ker W, = { XS (X E Ker W, }, where S is a 
fixed invertible linear transformation such that B = S’AS). Let PA be a fixed 
projector on Ker W,. [Thus, PA : L(C “) -+ L(C “).I By Lemma 3.3, there exists 
a positive constant K 1 such that if B is similar to A, then ]I PA - PBll t < 
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K,]]W, - Wa((, for some projector P, on Ker Wa, in the norm induced by 
II * II t* 
Observe that (W, - W,)(X) = X( B - A), so 
IVY, - WA G IIB - AlIt. 
(We use here the multiplicativity of the norm ]]*]lt: ]]XY]lt < ]]X]lt]]Y]], for all 
X,Y E I&“); see, e.g., [lo].) Now lIPA - PJI, < K,IIB - Alit. The identity 
matrix I belongs to Ker W,; so P,(Z) = Z and 
III- P,(I) IIt G K,IP - 4ltVllt =6&W - AlIt. 
If, in addition, ]]B - AlIt <(fiK,)-‘, then P,(Z) is an invertible linear 
transformation. In this case P,(Z) E Y(B, A); hence 
a(& A) 6 &IIB - All (3.5) 
for every B E L(C”) which is similar to A and such that I/B- AlIt < 
(&K,)-‘, where the constant K, > 0 depends on A only. 
Taking into account the fact that G(B, A) < 1 for all B similar to A, we 
find that (3.2) follows from (3.5). n 
We conclude this section with a simple example in which Q( B, A) and 
dist(Inv( B), Inv( A)) can be calculated explicitly. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let 
A=[; ;], Z?=[; ] (xEC). 
Then 
and 
inf 
a,d=C 
,$a& {1(1-rd)u-ao/2+I-du+v12] . 
lu12 ; lo12 = 1 
I 
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Taking a = 1, it follows that 
On the other hand, taking u = 0 we have 
= min {~~fc(l”dl~+ll-~l~},1}. 
so 
Q(A, B)2 = 1~; { l&l2 + (1 - d12}. 
An elementary calculation (using the stationary points of (xd I2 + 11 - d I2 
considered as a function of two real variables Re d and Im d ) yields 
To calculate the distance between Inv( A) and Inv(B), note that the 
unique different invariant subspaces of A and J3 (if x # 0) are 
Span y [ 1 and x Span I , [ 1 
respectively, with corresponding orthogonal projectors 
p=O [ O 1 0 1 1 1 and P2’ lx12 x lxl2+  [ 3  1 1 . 
Observe that 
IIP, - P2ll = Jj& 
96 
and, letting Z’s = Z - P,, 
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IIP, - p311 = 17 llP3 - Pzll = /--& . 
These inequalities, together with the fact that &A, M) = 1 if dim & # 
dim X (see, e.g., Theorems S.4.5 and S.4.6 in [7]) allow us to verify that 
dist(Inv(A),Inv(B)) = 
/j& 
It is curious that 
Q(A,B)=dist(Inv(A),Inv(B)) 
in this example. 
4. DISTANCE BETWEEN INVARIANT SUBSPACES FOR MATRICES 
WITH THE SAME JORDAN STRUCTURE 
We state now the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 4.1. Given a linear transformation A E L(C “), we have 
Q(A, B) 
sup ([B-A]] <* (4.1) 
and 
sup dist(Inv( A), Inv( B)) 
]]B-A]] <m0, (4.2) 
where the supremu are taken over the set of all linear transfmtions 
B E L(C “) which have the same Jo&m structure as A. 
Before we proceed with the proof of Theorem 4.1 (which is quite long), let 
us mention the following result on Lipschitz continuity or dist(Inv( A), Inv( B)), 
whose proof is not difficult using Theorem 4.1. 
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THEOREM 4.2. Let .l be a class of all linear transfnmutions having the 
same Jordan structure. Then the real jkction 
cp(A,B)=dist(Inv(A),Inv(B)), A,BEI, 
is Lipschitz continuous at every pair A,, B, E I, i.e., 
for every A, B E 1, where the constant K > 0 depends on A, and B, only. 
Proof. We need the following observation: 
dist(Inv(A),Inv(B))~dist(Inv(A),Inv(C))+dist(Inv(C),Inv(B)) 
(4.3) 
for any A, B, C E L(Q=“) (in other words, the distance between the sets of 
invariant subspaces is a metric). Indeed, for M E Inv(A), JV E Inv( B), 
9 E Inv(C) we have 
For fixed M and E > 0 take _5? in (4.4) in such a way that @A, 9) < 
inf 9 E rnv(cj6(.M, 9)+ E. Taking the infimum with respect to N, we obtain 
Now take the supremum with respect to _M, and using the resulting in- 
equality with the roles of JZ and N interchanged, it follows that 
dist(Inv(A),Inv(B))gdist(Inv(A),Inv(C))+dist(Inv(C),Inv(B))+&. 
so (4.3) follows. 
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Now the proof of Theorem 4.2 is easy. Using (4.3) and (4.2), we obtain for 
a fixed A,, I$, E J 
b&k B) - ~(4, 4) t Q h+L B) - ‘p(A,, B) I+ Id A,, B) - ‘p(A,, 4,) 1 
=s cp(A, A,) + (F(B, 4) 
6 WA - AoIl+ JIB - 4lll). n 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Since Theorem 3.1 together with (4.1) implies 
(4.2), we have only to prove (4.1). The main idea of the proof is to reduce it to 
Theorem 3.2. For the reader’s convenience the proof is divided into three 
parts. 
(1) Let A,,..., h p be all the distinct eigenvahres of A, and let r, be a 
circle around hi, i = I,..., p, chosen so small that ri n rj = 0 for i z j and 
Ai is the only eigenvahre of A inside ri. For every ri and every B E L(C “) 
which has no eigenvalues on ri, define 
9 
kj(ri, B)= C kj(Pl, B)~ j = 1,2 ,..., 
I=1 
where Pi,..., p9 are all the eigenvalues of B inside lYi and k r@,, B) > 
ks!(P,, B) > . . . are the partial multiplicities of B at p, [we put k,( pm, B) 
= 0 for r greater than the geometric multiplicity of pm as an eigenvalue of 
B]. By Rouche’s theorem (applied to the zeros of the characteristic poly- 
nomial of A) there exists an e1 > 0 such that any linear transformation B with 
]]B - A]] < &I has all its eigenvahres in the union of the interiors of rr,. . . , rp; 
and, moreover, the sum of algebraic multiplicities of the eigenvahres of B 
inside a fixed circle ri is equal to the algebraic multiplicity of the eigenvalue 
A, of A, for i=l,..., p. As shown in [3], there exists a positive number 
es < &I such that 
f kj(ri, B)G E kj(ri, A), j = 1,2 ,*.., i=l ,***,p, (4.5) 
j=s j=s 
provided ]]B - A]] < es. 
(2) Assume now that JIB - A]] < .ss and B E J(A). As the numbers of 
different eigenvalues of B and of A coincide, there is exactly one eigenvahre 
of B, denoted pi, inside each circle ri. We claim that for every i = 1,. . . , p 
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the eigenvalue A i of A and the eigenvalue pi of B have the same partial 
multiplicities. Indeed, assuming the contrary, it follows from (4.5) that 
m m 
C kj(rio, B, < C kj(rio, A) (4.6) 
j = so j = so 
for some i, (1~ i, < p) and some s0 [note that because the algebraic 
multiplicity of hi E a( A) is equal to the algebraic multiplicity of pi E a(B), 
the equality 
C kj(ri, B)= C kj(ri, A) 
j=l j=l 
holds for i=l,..., p]. For notational simplicity assume that i, = 1, and that 
A,, h s, . . . , XPO are exactly those eigenvalues of A whose algebraic multiplici- 
ties are equal to the algebraic multiplicity of hr. As B E J(A), there is a 
permutation T of { 1,2,. . . , p, } such that 
kj(ri,A)=kj(r,,i,,B), i=l >.**> PO, j = 1,2 )... . 
Consequently, 
c c kj(ri,B)= c c kj(ri, A). 
i=l j=s, i=l j=so 
However, (4.5) and (4.6) imply 
C C kj(ri,B)< C C kj(ri,A), 
i=l j=so i=l j=so 
a contradiction. 
(3) Observe that a linear transformation F: C” + C n with IIF - A(] < 
&r/2 has no eigenvalues on rr u rs u . . . u l?,. So the number 
M= max 
is well defined. For the linear transformation B E J(A) with ]]B - A]] < &s/2 
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we have 
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6- :,lr,(l(hr-A)-‘(hr-B)-‘ll.,~~, 
M2Ai 
<- 2?r IIA - W 
where Ai is the length of I’,. Let 
Si=Z-&~[(;\Z-A)-l-(hZ-B)-l]dh, i=l ,*..,P. 
Then \(I - Si(( < (M2Ai/a)((A - B(I and [provided, in addition, 
(M2Ai/vr)llA - BI( < ll$(~%~,(A)) = %‘JB), i = l,..., p. 
Put 
and for fixed i (1 < i Q p) let Si be the linear transformation constructed as 
above for the linear transformation B E J(A) with ((B - A(( < eg. Define the 
linear transformation B, : 9?Ai( A) + %‘A,( A) by 
where $ = Si(sa,,CAj. Obviously, pi is the only eigenvalue of ii. Further, for 
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the linear transformation Ai = A]ue,icAj we have [here x E .%,,(A)] 
I[( /ii - &)x(1 = ]]Ax - S;‘BSix]] 
g(IAx-S,~‘Bxll+IISi’B(Z-Si)xII 
gI(Ax-Blrll+II(Z-S;‘)B.xII+IIS;‘B(Z-Si)xI/. 
(4.7) 
Now 
IPII Q IIAll+ IV - BII Q llAll+ 1, (4.8) 
and I]S,:‘]] < (1- 9i)-1, IIZ- Sim’ll < 9i(1 - 9i)-1, where 9i = M2AillA - 
B]]/R (cf. the proof of Theorem 3.1). Using (1 - 9i)-1 < 2, (4.7) gives 
where 
K,=l-t 
2M2Ai M2Ai 
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Now we have 
det(hZ - Ai) = (X - Xi)k’, det( XI - &) = (X - ZJ~)~‘, 
traceA, = kihi, trace& = kipi. (4.10) 
On the other hand, for any orthonormal basis fi,. . . , fk, in ?J’A,(A) the 
inequality (4.9) gives 
]traceAi-trace&]= ; (iiifi,fi)-(Bi~,-f;) 
j=l 
< k,]]A, - &I] Q kiKi]]A - B]]. 
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Taking into account (4.10) we obtain 
Now define B’ E L(C”) by 
(4.11) 
B’x = (z? - piz + &Z)x, x E qe 
Then B’ is clearly similar to A. As every invariant subspace of a linear 
transformation is the direct sum of its intersections with all the root subspaces 
of this transformation, it follows that Inv(B) = Inv(B’). Moreover, the in- 
equality (4.11) shows that 
xi E 9&l). (4.12) 
For every xEC” write r=xi+ ... + xP, where xi = Pj(B)x, and Pi(B) is 
the projector on gPj(B) along &,j%‘P,(B). As Pj(B)=(1/2k)/rJhZ- 
B)-‘dh, we have 
where Z’,.(A) is the projector on aAj(A) along CI + j9,,(A). Denoting 
Q1= max 
l<jCP 
(%ll’- ‘II+ l[P,(A)II), (4.13) 
it follows that llPj(Z3)ll < Qi, j = l,..., p. Now using (4.12) and (4.13), we 
obtain 
and therefore 
1+ Kj)Ql ) IIA - BII. 11~11, 
IF- All G QzllA - 41, 
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where Qa = Q,Cy=,(l + Kj). By Theorem 3.2 there exists Q3 > 0 such that 
for any X E L(C”) which is similar to A there exists an invertible S E L(C “) 
with A = S’XS and [[I - S1I < Q,ljX - All. Applying this result for X = B’ 
and bearing in mind that Inv( B’) = Inv( B), we obtain 
fi2(A, B) G QzQzlP - All (4.14) 
for any B E J(A) with IIB - AlI < aa. 
As $Z(A, B)< 1 for any B E J(A), (4.1) follows from (4.14). 
5. MATRICES WITH THE SOME DEROGATORY 
JORDAN STRUCTURE 
The result on continuity of Inv( A) which is contained in Theorem 4.1 can 
be extended to admit pairs of matrices which are close to one another and 
have dij$rent Jordan structures, provided the variations in this structure are 
confined to those eigenvalues with geometric multiplicity one. To make this 
idea precise we introduce the following definition. We say that linear transfor- 
mations A: 62” -+ C” and B: Q=” -+ Q=” have the same derogatory Jordan 
structure if AIVcP(Aj and BjWcBj have the same Jordan structure, where %‘(A) is 
the sum of the root subspaces of A corresponding to eigenvalues X, with 
dimKer(X,Z - A)> 1. By definition, %?(A)= 0 if dimKer(X,Z - A)= 1 for 
every eigenvahre h, of A. 
Denote by CZ( A) the set of all B E L(Q= “) which have the same deroga- 
tory Jordan structure as A. 
We need one more definition to state the next theorem. For a linear 
transformation A, the height of A is, by definition, the maximal partial 
multiplicity of A corresponding to the eigenvalues X, with dim Ker( h ,I - A) 
= 1. If A has no such eigenvalues, its height is defined to be 1. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A E L(Q=“) be a linear transformation with height a. 
Then 
dist(Inv(A),Inv(B)) 
sup 
IJB-All”‘” <*’ 
where the spectrum is taken over all B E CJ( A). 
The inequality in Theorem 5.1 is sharp in the sense that in general (Y 
cannot be replaced by a smaller number. Namely, given A E L(Q: “) with the 
height (Y, there exists a sequence B,, m = 1,2,. . . , of linear transformations 
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converging to A with R,,, E C&A) such that 
liminf WInv(A)yInv(k)) , o 
WI+* IIB, - All”” ’ (5.1) 
Indeed, it is sufficient to consider the case when 
1 
0 1 0 .e* 
0 0 1 .*. 
A= : : : 
;, ;, ;, . . . 
0 0 0 *.. 
is a Jordan block. Then the sequence 
L 0 0 . . . 
m 
0 
0 :I i 0 
0 
0 ; 
0 
satisfies (5.1). This is not difficult to verify using the fact that B, 
has n distinct eigenvalues em-‘/” with corresponding eigenvectors 
Span[l, em-1/n,. . . , C-lrn -(“-l)/n]T where E is an nth root of 1. (Here and 
in the sequel the superscript T denotes the transposed vector or matrix.) 
Before we proceed to the proof of Theorem 5.1, note the following 
important particular case of this theorem: 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let A: Q=” --) Q=” be a nonderogatory linear transforma- 
tion with height a. Then there exists a neighborhood J? of A in L(C “) such 
that 
dist(Inv( A), Inv( B)) sup 
BE-M I(Z3 - All”” <O”’ 
Recall that a linear transformation A is called nonderogatory if 
dim Ker(AZ - A) = 1 for every eigenvalue X of A. Note that the set of all 
nonderogatory linear transformations is open. 
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Indeed, if A E L(Q: “) is nonderogatory, then rank(A - X,Z) = n - 1 for 
every eigenvalue X, E A; consequently, 
rank(B-AZ)>n-1 (5.2) 
for all B E L(C”) sufficiently close to A and all X sufficiently close to any 
eigenvalue of A. Now the eigenvalues of a linear transformation depend 
continuously on that transformation. So the set of X’s for which (5.2) holds 
will contain all eigenvalues of B (if B is close enough to A), which means that 
B is nonderogatory. 
Using the openness of the set of all nonderogatory linear transformations, 
Corollary 5.2 follows immediately from Theorem 5.1. 
The following result on continuity of dist(Inv( A), Inv( B)) can be obtained 
from Theorem 5.1 in the same way that Theorem 4.2 was obtained from 
Theorem 4.1. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let Cl be a cluss of all linear transformations having the 
same derogatory Jordan structure. Then the real function 
cp(A, B)=dist(Inv(A),Inv(B)), A, BECJ 
is continuous. Moreover, foT every pair A,, B, E I there exists K > 0 such 
that we have the inequality 
(cp(A, B) - ‘pb%,~ B,)16 K(IIA - AoIl”” + IIB - Boll”‘) 
for every A, B E CJ such that the pair A, B is sufficiently close to A,, $ and 
a, p are the heights of A,, and B,, respectively. 
We start the proof of Theorem 5.1 with the particular case when A is 
nonderogatory with only one eigenvalue: 
LEMMA 5.4. Let a(A)= {X,} and dimKer(X,Z - A)= 1. Then there 
exists a constant K > 0 such that the inequality 
dist(Inv(A),Inv(B))< KIIB- All”” (5.3) 
holds for every B E L(Q: “). 
Proof. It will suffice to prove (5.3) for all B E L(Q=“) belonging to some 
neighborhood of A. We can assume h 0 = 0. By a result of Ostrowski (see pp. 
334-335 in [12]) there exist K, > 0 and sr > 0 such that any eigenvalue X, of 
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a B E Z&“) with IIB - AJJ <E, satisfies IX,J 6 K,JJB - AJJ”“. As the set of 
nonderogatory linear transformations is open, we can assume also that every 
B with ((B - A(( < .cl is nonderogatory. Now for such a B and its eigenvalue 
X,, let x0 be the corresponding eigenvector: (B - h,Z)x, = 0, x,, # 0. Then 
dimKer(B - h,Z)= dimKerA = 1, and using Lemma 3.3 we obtain that 
B(KerA,Ker(B - A,Z)) < K,((A - B((“” (5.4) 
for any eigenvalue h, of any B satisfying I/B - AlI < eZ, where the positive 
constants K, and Ed depend on A only. 
It will be convenient to assume that A is the Jordan block with respect to 
the standard orthonormal basis in C “: 
For any B sufficiently close to A write B - A = [bij] 1?, j= 1. The inequality 
(5.4) shows that there is an eigenvector x of B corresponding to an eigenvalue 
A,oftheform 
x=[l,x,,r, Y..., r,JT, XiEC. 
The equation (B - A&x = 0 has the form 
r- 
bii-&, I+& b,, .‘. bi,,-i b Ill 
b 21 b,-X, l+b, ... b2,,_l b Zn 
b 31 b 32 b%-A, a+. b3,n-l b 3n 
h,_,,, bn-1.2 bn-1,3 ... bn-I,,-l- 4, ;+ k-l,” 
b b b 1 , . nl n2 n3 kn-1 b n,n -&I 
1 0 
x2 0 
x3 0 
x. =*. 
X,-l 0 
_xn ~ _ _ 0 
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Rewrite the first n - 1 equations as follows: 
1+b,, b,, ... 
b,-A, l+b, -a- 
- @I, - &J 
- b2, : - b,i,,, 
Using JX,I < K,IIB - All”” andCramer’srule,weseethat xj(j=2,3,...,n) 
have the following structure: 
Xj=‘6-1[‘+ff,j-l(b,,)]+‘h-2f;,j-2(b~q)+ ... +‘o.fjl(bpq)+fi,(bpq), 
(5.5) 
where fi,( b,,) are scalar functions of n2 variables { bp4 }i, 4= 1 such that 
1 fjk( b,,) 1 Q J%IA - WY 
where B satisfies IIB - AlI < er. Here and in the sequel Li, i = 0, l,.. ., 
denote positive constants which depend on A only. 
Now let x(l), . . . , dk) be k eigenvectors of B corresponding to k different 
eigenvalues X r, . . . , A,. Construct new vectors using divided differences: 
x(1) _ @4 X(2) _ x(3) 
&2) = 
X(k-l) _ X(k) 
x,-x, ’ 
&3) = 
+x3 
,..., 
U(k-l.kJ= 
h k-1 -A, ; 
#J _ &.w u(2a _ &i4) 
&3) = 
x,-x, ’ 
#4) = 
+-~4 
a**.> 
U(kp2,k) = 
U(k-2,k-l) _ U(kpLk) 
&. k) = 
&xk~l) __ u(2>k) 
@k-2 - hk) 
;e.*; 
X1-h, * 
Let p,(y,, . . . , yl) = c,, > ,,, a,+ +a,=ky?ly? . . . yp’ be the hmogeneous 
polynomial of degree k in 1 variables y,, . . . , yl. A simple induction argument 
[using (5.5)] shows that U(jk) has the following form (where s = k - j and the 
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u( jk) = 
0 
0 
1+ fs+1,s 
Pl(hj, Aj+l,***, 'k)('+fs+2,s+l)+fs+2,s 
P2(Aj,'j+l~"','k)(1'fs+3,s+2)'Pl(Aj~""Xk)fs+3,s+l+fs+3,s 
Pn-l-s(hj>Xj+l>*'oP Xk)(1+f,,.~1)+pn-s-2(Xj,.“,Xk)fn,n-2 
+ . . . +pl(Xj'...~hk)fn,s+l'fns 
(5.6) 
Here f,, = f,,(b,,). The induction argument is based on the following 
equality (here we put formally p, = 1): 
2 xyPu-w(hj+19 *‘*Pxq)- i hUq+lPu-w(xj+l,“.,xq) 
lO=O w=o = 
'j-'q+l 
Consider now the subspace 2 = Span(x”‘, u(12), u(13), . . . , u(lk)}. Obvi- 
ously, 
9 = Span{ X(l), x@, . . . , .#) 1. 
On the other hand, the matrix 
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is a projector on Y, where Y, [Y,_,] is the k x k [(n - k)~ k] matrix formed 
by the upper k [lower r~ - k] rows of the 12 x k matrix 
[ .p uw.) &3) . . . pq. 
Using the formulas (5.6), we see that 
detY,=(l+f,,)...(l+f,.,-,), 
and therefore, Y, is invertible (for B sufficiently close to A). Using the 
estimates If,,] < L,]IA - B](, ]Xj] Q K,I]B - A]]““, we obtain easily from 
(5.6) that ]]Y;‘]] < L,. 
Further, I]Y,_k]] Q L,]]A - B]]““. Hence 
so 
(5.7) 
Consequently, 
dist(Inv(A),Inv(B)) Q L,]IA - B]]‘/” 
for every B E L(C”) such that ]]B - A]] < E, and every B-invariant subspace 
is spanned by its eigenvectors. As B must be nonderogatory, the last 
condition means that B has n distinct eigenvalues. 
Assume now that B is such that )I B - AlI < &i, but B does not have n 
distinct eigenvalues. In particular B is nonderogatory. Let B,,,, m = 1,2,. . . , 
be a sequence of linear transformations such that I] B, - A]] < er for all m, 
B, + B as m -+ co, and B, has n distinct eigenvalues of all m. Let JZ be a 
k-dimensional B - invariant subspace. By Theorem 8.1 of [2] there exists a 
sequence {JZ,,,}~=i, where M,,, is a k-dimensional B,-invariant subspace 
such that @(J?,, .M) + 0 as m + co. By (5.7) 
< @(A, A’,)+ &]]A - B,lll’n. 
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Passing in this inequality to the limit when m * co, we get 
~(Jwpa++., ek}) f &I/A - BII”“; 
hence 
dist(Inv(A),Inv(B)) 6 L,((A - B(I”” 
for all B E L(C “) with ((B - A\( < er. m 
We now start to prove Theorem 5.1 in full generality. Let l?, and Pa be 
two closed contours in the complex plane such that l’, n r, = C#I and the 
eigenvalues ha of A lying inside l?r [I?,] are exactly those for which 
dimKer(X,I - A) = 1 [dimKer(A,I - A) > 11. 
Let S, > 0 be chosen so that any linear transformation B : C n + C ’ with 
((B - AlI < S, has no eigenvalues on lYr U I’,. For such a B, let 
pz- 
2mi #AZ - A) -‘- (AZ - B) -‘I dA> j = 1,2, 
1 
and define the linear transformation S : C ” + C n by 
sx = sjx for xE~i(A)~fImJ(hl-A)-ldh. 
ri 
Denote by P, the projector on .%i(A) along .%“,(A); then for any x E C n 
with ((x[I = 1 we have 
ll(z-~)~ll=ll(~~-~,~,)x+~(z-~,)-~2(z-~,)l~lI 
6 III - s,Il~ll~lll+ IV - %II~II~ - Pill 
M2A, M2A, 
6--- 2n IIA - ~ll~ll~~ll+ -+A - W.llZ - PAI, 
where A j is the length of Pj and 
M= max 
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(cf. the proof of Theorem 4.1). Letting N=(2a)-‘M2(Ai]]Pi]]+ As]]Z - Z’i]]), 
we have ]]Z - S]( Q N](A - B]]. Hence for ]]A - B]] Q min(6,,(2N)-‘) the 
linear transformation S is invertible and S%‘,(A) = Bj(B), j = 1,2. Now put 
B = S’BS. Then (cf. the proof of Theorem 3.1) 
dist(Inv(B),Inv(s)) < 2NJ(A - B]\(l- 2N(]A - Bl])-l. 
As dist(Inv( A), Inv( B)) < dist(Inv( A), Inv( 3)) + dist(Inv( B), Inv( B)), it is suf- 
ficient to prove Theorem 5.1 only for those B E L(C”) which are close 
enough to A and satisfy 9Yj(B) = %‘,(A), j = 1,2. 
Note that for any linear transformation B sufficiently close to A with 
Bj( B) = .9fj( A), every B-invariant subspace .,K is of the form _,V = -Ki + Xs, 
where J;. = M n 9?,(A). Let & = Ai + As, where Aj = _Y? n .%',(A), be 
any A-invariant subspace; then, denoting by P9, [QYz] the orthogonal 
projector on the subspace 9i [ Z2] in a,( A) [ .B’,( A)], we have 
Hence 
dist(Inv(A),Inv(B)) < dist(Inv(Al,,(,,),Inv(Bl~,~*~j) 
+dist(Inv(AI~~(,,).Inv(Blq(,,). (5.8) 
Further, we remark that if B E L(Q= “) is sufficiently close to A, and 
L%‘,(B)= JS~(A), j = 1,2, then BlalcAj is nonderogatory, i.e., dimKer(A,Z - 
BI,,(,,) = 1 for every eigenvalue X, of BlalcAl. Indeed, this follows from the 
choice of W,(A) which ensures that A]a,CA) is nonderogatory and from the 
openness of the set of nonderogatory linear transformations. If, in addition, 
B E Cl(A), it now follows that A],zCA) and Bl,zcAj have the same Jordan 
structure. Hence in view of (5.8) and Theorem 4.1 we need only to prove the 
inequality 
dist(Inv(AI,l(,)).Inv( BIPIcAj)) G KIIB - All’/*. 
In other words, we can assume that A is nonderogatory. Moreover, using 
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arguments similar to those employed above, we can assume in addition that A 
has only one eigenvalue, and this case is covered already in Lemma 5.4. 
Theorem 5.1 is proved completely. 
6. DISTANCE BETWEEN INVARIANT SUBSPACES FOR MATRICES 
WITH DIFFERENT JORDAN STRUCTURES 
In this section we investigate the behaviour of dist(Inv(A),Inv(B)) when 
A and Z3 have different Jordan structures or different derogatory Jordan 
structures. 
The basic result in this direction is the following. 
THEOREM 6.1. We have 
inf dist(Inv( A), Inv( B)) > 0, (6.1) 
where the infimum is taken over all pairs A, B E L(C “) such that A is 
derogatory and B is nonderogatory (the infimum in (6.1) depends on n). 
Proof. Recall that B is derogatory if and only if the set of its invariant 
subspaces is finite. 
By assumption, dimKer(A,Z - A) > 1 for some eigenvalue h, of A. Let x 
and y be orthonormal vectors belonging to Ker(X,Z - A), and put 
&(t)=Span{x+ty}, Ogt<l. 
Clearly, the subspaces A( t ) are A-invariant. 
On the other hand, for every nonderogatory B E L(C “) it is easily seen 
that the number of Binvariant subspaces does not exceed 
maxfi(pi+1)=2”, 
i=l 
where the maximum is taken over all sequences p,, . . . , p, of positive integers 
with p,+ -a- +p,=n. 
Now for any set of 2” subspaces 6p1,. . . , _Epzn in C n put 
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As 19( M(t), 9) is a continuous function on t E [0, 11, so is 
min, d i < 2n 8( A(t), Ti); hence F(6p1,. . . , gzn) is well defined. Let us show 
that F(Zl,..., P2.) is continuous function of PI,. . . , T2.. For some 6 > 0, 
let Xi, i = l,..., 2”,besubspacesinC”suchthat 6(Ni,Pi)<S, i=1,...,2”. 
Then 
e(A(t), SJ) d e(A(t)> zi)+sY i=l ,.*.> 2”, t E [O,l]. 
Taking first the minimum with respect to i on the left-hand side, then on the 
right-hand side, we obtain 
min f3(d(t), Ni) Q min e(dz(t>, g)+ 6, t E [O,l]. 
lGi42” l<i<2” 
Taking the maximum with respect to t first on the right-hand side, and then 
on the left-hand side, we obtain 
Switching the roles of Pi and .I$$, it follows also that 
i.e., 
which proves continuity of F(Pl,. . . , Pzn). Obviously, F(LP,, . . . , P2.) > 0 
for all Zi. As the set of all 2”-tuples of subspaces in @” is compact, there 
exists an E > 0 such that F(Pl,. . . , .X&) >, E for all Zi, i = 1,. . . ,2”. From the 
definition of F( Pr, . . , , Z’.2n) it is easily seen that E does not depend on the 
choice of x and y (because any pair of orthonormal vectors in C n can be 
mapped to any other pair of such vectors by a unitary transformation). Hence 
the theorem folIows. w 
When the linear transformations A and B are both derogatory, or both 
nonderogatory, with different Jordan structures, the situation is more com- 
plicated. The following question arises naturally: if B,, m = 1,2,. . . , is a 
sequence of linear transformations converging to A and such that each B, 
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has Jordan structures different from that of A, does it follow that 
lim ~stPnv(A),Inv(B,)) = cog 
?n --) co W-All . 
(6.2) 
The next example shows that the answer is, in general, negative. 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Let 
A= [ 
0 1 0 
o o 0 :C3+C3; 
0 0 0 
1 
B,,, = :C3+C3, m=1,2,.... 
Clearly, for all m, B, and A have different derogatory Jordan structure (in 
particular, different Jordan structure). 
One-dimensional A-invariant subspaces are Span{ e, + Be,}, /3 E C, and 
Span{ e, }. The orthogonal projector 0; Span{ e, + pe, } is 
D 
Ps=(1+p31y ; 8 0 
i 1 P 0 IPI2 
One-dimensional B,-invariant subspaces are Span{ e, }, Span{ e3} and 
Span(e, +(l/m)e2 + be3}, /? E C. The orthogonal projector on Span{ e, + 
(l/m)e2 + Pe3) is 
-1 
Q m.0 = 1+-$+1/3i2 ( i 
1 _I_ p 
m 
1 1 p 
- 
m z m 
P ; IPI2 
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Now there exists a constant L, > 0 (independent of /3 and m) such that 
IlRp - Qm,pll G LF’. (6.3) 
Two-dimensional A-invariant subspaces are Span{ e,, e2 + Be,}, p E C, 
and Span{ e,, e3 }. Two-dimensional &-invariant subspaces are Span{ e, + 
(l/m)e,, e,}, Span{ e,, e,}, and Span{ e,, e2 + De,}, p E C. The orthogonal 
projector on- Span{ e, + (l/m)e,, e3 } is 
110 
m 
R,=(l+m2)-’ 1 1 - - o 
m m2 
-0 0 1+m2 
There exists a constant L, > 0 (independent of m) such that 
/]R..- [g i S]]]GL2mP1. 
Now the inequalities (6.3) and (6.4) ensure that 
dist(Inv(B,),Inv(A))<m-‘max(L,, L,), m = 1,2 )... . 
In this example both A and B, are derogatory. Taking 
(6.4) 
A=” 
[ 1 0 0’ 
we obtain an example satisfying (6.2) with both A and B, nonderogatory. 
7. CONJECTURES 
In view of Example 6.1 the following questions arise: given A E L(C”) 
with a certain Jordan structure (a certain derogatory Jordan structure), is it 
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true that for any other Jordan structure (other derogatory Jordan structures) 
there exists a sequence of linear transformations B,, m = 1,2,. . . tending to A 
and having the other Jordan structure (the other derogatory Jordan structure) 
such that 
lim ~st(Inv(A),Inv(*,)) 
II% - All 
=oO 
m-+02 
(such that 
lim ~st(Inv(A),Inv(*,)) 
=03, 
m+m IV-L - W” 
where (Y is the height of A)? Of course, certain conditions should be imposed 
on the Jordan structure (on the derogatory Jordan structure) of B, in order 
that the existence of a sequence B, converging to A is ensured. A complete 
set of such conditions is given in the next proposition. 
It wiU be convenient to describe the Jordan structure of linear transforma- 
tions C”-+C” in terms of sequences fi as in (2.1). Denote by Q the (finite) 
set of ah such sequences Q. The conditions imposed on ti ensure that at, E Cp 
and 9, E Q, represent the same Jordan structure if and only if Q2, and Q2, are 
identical as sequences of symbols. 
Given the sequence D E @ as in (2.1), for every nonempty subset A c 
{l,..., s } define 
kj(Sl;A)= C m,j, j=1,2 p.** 
PEA 
(mpj is interpreted as zero for i > rp). From the results proved in [3, 111 the 
following fact is suggested: 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let A E L(C”) have the Jordan structure 
iI= {s;rl ,..., r,;m,, ,..., m,,,;...;m,, ,..., mS,,} E@. 
Then there exists a sequence B,,, E L(C”), m = 1,2,. . . which converges to A 
and bus a common Jordan structure 
W= {s’;r; ,..., r,!;m’ll ,..., rn;,;; -..;m’,,l ,..., rni,+} E@ 
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if and only if there is a partition of { 1,2,. . . , s’} into s disjoint rwnempty sets 
h 1,. . . , AS such that the following inequalities hold: 
i kj(Q; {p}) G i kj(Q’;A,)> t = 1,2,..., p=l >...> s, (7.1) 
j=l j=l 
z kj(Q; {P}) = E kj(Q’; A)> p=l ,...,s. (7.2) 
j=l j=l 
Informally, if Xi, . . . , A, are the distinct eigenvahres of A ordered as in Q, 
and if Xi,,,,..., A,,,,, are the distinct eigenvahres of B, ordered as in P, then 
the eigenvahres { X jm } j E Ar cluster around X,, for p = 1,. . . , s. 
Proof of Proposition 7.1. The necessity of the conditions (7.1) and (7.2) 
was proved in [3, 111. 
To prove sufficiency, we can restrict ourselves to the case s = 1. Let X0 be 
the eigenvalue of A. As shown in [3, Theorem 2.41, there exists a sequence 
?$+(C”), q=1,2 )..., converging to A such that X, is the only eigenvalue 
of B, and, for each q, the Jordan structure of B, is D = { 1; r;; %,, . . . , rsZ,[ }, 
where Gj = Cz= rlTl’pj (recall that r; = max{ ri, . . . , r$} and that m’p j is zero by 
definition if j > rd). For a fixed q, let 
“11,...,“1,~,;xzl,...,“2,m,;...;xl~l”’.’”r~,~,; (7.3) 
be a Jordan basis for ?$; in other words, x ji,. . . , x j, %, is a Jordan chain for 
B,, j = 1,. . . , r;. Let pi ,... , p,, be distinct complex numbers; define the linear 
transformation Z?,( ~.k i, . . . , p,,) by the requirement that in the basis (7.3) it has 
the matrix form 
where Ii is the i x i unit matrix, and piI,* does not appear in (7.4) if k > r:. 
Clearly, Z3,( p i, . . . , p,,) has the Jordan structure a’, and by a suitable choice 
of pi’s one can ensure that 
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With this choice of pi’s (which depend on 9), put B, = B,(Z.L~,. .., pL,,) to 
satisfy the requirements of Proposition 7.1. n 
Denote by P(Q) the set of all sequences Q’ E @ satisfying the conditions 
of Proposition 7.1. Note that always Q E P(Q); the set P(a) consists of Q if 
and only if Sl represents the Jordan structure corresponding to n distinct 
eigenvalues, i.e. s = 12. 
We propose the following conjecture. 
CONJECTURE 7.2. Let A:C” -C” be a linear transformation with the 
Jordan structure Cl? E Cp. Then for any sequence Q2’ which belongs to P(Q) and 
is different from Q, there exists a sequence of linear transfnmutions B,,,, 
m=l,2,..., which converges to A, each B,,, has the Jordan structure &?‘, dnd 
lim ~st(Inv(A),Inv(B,)) 
IIB, - All 
=CO. 
n, + m 
It is not difficult to verify this conjecture in case A is nonderogatory. 
Indeed, without loss of generality we can assume that A is the n X n Jordan 
block with eigenvalue zero. In view of Proposition 7.1 any sequence Q’ # Q 
belonging to P(Q) (here fl is the Jordan structure of A) has the form 
fp= {s;l,l,..., l;m,;...;m,], 
where s > 1 and m, are positive integers with X:fSlrni = n. Given such a’, 
consider the following n X n matrix (we denote by 0, and I, the m X m 
zero and identity matrices, respectively): 
B~=A+diag(O,,~lZ,l-l,...,?,Z,~-l)+A~, E>O, 
where r~i,..., q, are the sth roots of E, and the n X n matrix A, has E in the 
(s, 1) -entry and zeros elsewhere. It is easy to see [by considering det( X I - B,), 
for instance] that, at least for E close enough to zero, the matrix B, has the 
Jordan structure Q’. Clearly, qi,. . . , qS are the eigenvalues of B,, and 
[l,q ,..., ~;-',O>...~olT 
is the only (up to multiplication by a nonzero scalar) eigenvector of B, 
corresponding to vi, i = 1,. . . , s. It follows (cf. the remark after Theorem 5.1) 
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that 
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liminf dist(Inv(A)pInv(%)) , o 
Ed0 IJB, - A([“” ’ 
and Conjecture 7.2 is verified for the matrix A. 
To formulate the corresponding conjecture for derogatory Jordan struc- 
ture, we introduce one more notion. Let 
iit= {s;q ,...) r,;m,, ,...) ml,,;...;m,, )..., msrs) 
and 
fir= {t;r; )...) r,‘;m;, )...) m’,,;;...;n& ,*.., m:,;} 
be two sequences from a. We say that Q and 0’ have the same derogatory 
part if the number (say, u) of indices j, 1 Q j Q s, such that rj > 2 coincides 
with the number of indices j, 1~ j < t, such that r/ > 2, and, moreover, 
rj=r/, j=l,..., u, and mjq=m&, 9=1,..., rj, j=l,..., u. If it does not 
happen that Q and fJt’ have the same derogatory part, we say that G and a’ 
have different derogatory parts. 
CONJECTURE 7.3. Let A E L(C”) have the Jordan structure Cl E a. Then 
fm every sequence !Z which belongs to P(Q) and such that 52’ and S2 have 
diffwent derogatory parts, there exists a sequence of linear transforrnutions 
B,, m=1,2 ,..., which converges to A and with ./or&n structure 52’ satisfy- 
ing 
hm dist(Inv( A),Inv( B,)) 
=cQ, 
m+oo II% - All”” 
where LX is the height of A. 
It is our great pleasure to thank P. Lancaster for many valuuble discus- 
sions on the subject of this paper, and for many suggestions concerning 
presentation of the material. 
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